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Founded in 1995, Eagles Charitable Foundation (ECF) is a 501(c)
(3) public charity committed to improving the health outcomes for
youth in the Greater Philadelphia area.
ECF leverages the star power of the Philadelphia Eagles and uses
its unique platform to focus on two specific areas of need in the
community: providing vital eye care for underserved youth and
investing key resources into autism research and services.
In order to have this monumental impact on the community, public
and individual donors are called upon to lend a helping hand. The
Eagles, corporations, foundations and kindhearted individuals
have all played an integral role in supporting the more than one
million children in the tri-state region that ECF has assisted since
its inception.

Jeffrey Lurie

Give Kids Sight Day

Eagles Radiothon

Eagles Glasses Lab

Give Kids Sight Day provides free vision
screenings and eyeglasses to uninsured and
underinsured children from the surrounding
area. ECF and partnering organizations
typically treat more than 1,000 children on
this single day of free vision care.

In partnership with SportsRadio 94WIP,
the Eagles Radiothon offers fans the
opportunity to bid on exclusive sports
and entertainment experiences involving
their favorite Eagles players and 94WIP
personalities. All proceeds support ECF.

The Eagles Glasses Lab travels in tandem
with the Eagles Eye Mobile and makes
students’ glasses on-site. It only takes
a few minutes to make a pair of glasses.
Students walk away with their world
transformed right before their eyes.

EAGLES EYE MOBILE

Jermane Mayberry

Travels to a different school each day to make
free comprehensive vision care accessible
for local youth. Each child receives an eye
exam and if needed, prescription glasses
are made on the spot by an optician in the
accompanying Eagles Glasses Lab.
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82,100+

Number of children
provided with vision
care (since 1995)

57,200+
Number of
eyeglasses
provided
(since 1995)
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